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Biological Function of Activation‑induced Cytidine
Deaminase (AID)
Ritu Kumar1*, Lauren J. DiMenna2*, Jayanta Chaudhuri2, Todd Evans1
A c t iva t i o n ‑ i n d u c e d C y t i d i n e
Deaminase (AID) is an essential regulator
of B cell diversification, but its full
range of action has until recently been
an enigma. Based on homology, it was
originally proposed to be an RNA‑editing
enzyme, but so far, no RNA substrates
are known. Rather, it functions by
deaminating cytidine, and in this manner,
coupled with base‑excision repair or
mismatch repair machinery, it is a natural
mutator. This allows it to play a central
role in adaptive immunity, whereby it
Prof. Jayanta Chaudhuri
Prof. Todd R. Evans
initiates the processes of class switch
recombination and somatic hypermutation to help generate a diverse and high‑affinity repertoire of
immunoglobulin isotypes. More recently, it has been appreciated that methylated cytidine, already
known as a key epigenetic mark on DNA controlling gene expression, can also be a target for AID
modification. Coupled with repair machinery, this can facilitate the active removal of methylated DNA.
This activity can impact the process of cellular reprogramming, including transition of a somatic cell to
pluripotency, which requires major reshuffling of epigenetic memory. Thus, seemingly disparate roles
for AID in controlling immune diversity and epigenetic memory have a common mechanistic basis.
However, the very activity that is so useful for B cell diversity and cellular reprogramming is dangerous
for the integrity of the genome. Thus, AID expression and activity is tightly regulated, and deregulation
is associated with diseases including cancer. Here, we review the range of AID functions with a focus
on its mechanisms of action and regulation. Major questions remain to be answered concerning
how and when AID is targeted to specific loci and how this impacts development and disease.
(Biomed J 2014;37:269‑283)
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Seemingly disparate functions for AID,
controlling B cell diversification and DNA
methylation patterns
Class switch recombination and somatic
hypermutation

B

cells are critical components of the mammalian immune response as they generate antibodies or immu-

noglobulins (Igs) against a seemingly infinite number of
antigens. Antibodies comprise two identical heavy (IgH) and
light (IgL) chains held together by disulfide bonds, with the
amino‑terminus “variable” region providing antigen‑binding
specificity and the less‑divergent carboxy‑terminal “constant” region of IgH required for effector function. The
initial repertoire of B (and T) cells is generated by V(D)
J recombination which assembles the variable (V) region
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exons from IgH and IgL, with the diversity (D, IgH only)
and joining (J) segments. Following antigenic stimulation
in secondary lymphoid organs such as the spleen and lymph
nodes, mature B cells undergo two additional diversification
reactions: Somatic hypermutation (SHM) and class switch
recombination (CSR). Through SHM, point mutations, and
less frequently deletions and insertions, are generated in the
DNA encoding variable regions at a very high rate (from
10−2 to 10−3 per base pair per generation), which can increase affinity of the antibody for its cognate antigen.[1‑3]
Mutations occur throughout the variable region exons, but
with the highest frequency at the RGYW/WRCY (R = A/G,
Y = C/T, W = A/T) “hot spot” motif.[4] CSR, on the other
hand, occurs exclusively at the IgH locus and exchanges the
default Cm constant region exons for one of the downstream
IgH C‑region (Ch) exons (Cg, Ce, or Ca). Thus, instead of
expressing IgM, the B cell now expresses a secondary isotype (IgG, IgE, or IgA, respectively), providing a new set of
effector functions without altering the affinity for antigen.[5,6]

The mouse IgH locus includes eight constant Ch genes,
each (except Cd) preceded by G:C rich, repetitive DNA elements, termed switch (S) regions, that serve as recombination
targets [Figure 1A]. CSR involves recombination between
two S regions, thereby deleting the intervening sequence and
juxtaposing a new Ch gene downstream of the IgH variable
region exon. Each Ch gene comprises individual transcription
units, with a cytokine‑inducible promoter driving transcription through an intervening (I)‑exon, the intronic S region,
and the Ch exons.[7] The primary transcript is spliced and
polyadenylated, but the mature transcript does not code for
any proteins and is referred to as a sterile or germline transcript.[8,9] However, transcription plays a major mechanistic
role in CSR as different combinations of cytokines drive
transcription through different Ch genes and promote CSR
to that isotype.[10] In addition to the requirement of S regions
and transcription, CSR is absolutely dependent on the activity of the DNA cytidine deaminase [activation‑induced
cytidine deaminase (AID)].[11]

A
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C

Figure 1: Overview of somatic hypermutation (SHM) and class switch recombination (CSR). (A) The mouse Ig heavy chain is composed of the
variable region, which provides antigen specificity, and a series of eight constant region genes (C, purple squares), which determine the functional
characteristics of the antibody molecule. Each of the C genes, except Cδ δ, is preceded by a switch (S) region (black circles) which is vital to CSR.
(B) SHM begins with transcription through the variable region (illustrated with a green arrow). A transcription bubble is created and stabilized
through Spt5-induced Pol II stalling and the recruitment of RPA to AID phosphorylated at S38. AID deaminates the exposed cytidine residues (C)
generating a uridine (U). If replication occurs before the U can be replaced, a transition mutation (Ts) will occur from the original G:C to T:A.
If BER removes the U prior to replication, Ts or Tv (transversion) mutations will result from the G:C. Finally, if the U is removed by the MMR
pathway, both Ts and Tv mutations will occur at G:C and A:T base pairs. (C) CSR is initiated by transcription through the S regions (shown in
teal and red, respectively), which leads to the formation of stable R-loops. PKA and AID are recruited to the switch regions, where PKA will
phosphorylate AID at S38 (represented by the lightning bolt and blue circle on the AID molecule). AID deaminates the C residues to U, which
in turn is removed by UNG. Phosphorylated AID (pAID) recruits APE1, which generates a nick in the DNA. When this occurs on both strands,
a DSB is generated. The broken switch regions are ligated together by one of the end-joining pathways and the intervening DNA is looped out.
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Methylation provides a key epigenetic mark
DNA methylation in mammals appears restricted to
the covalent addition of a methyl group to the 5‑position
of cytosine [5‑methylcytosine (5mC)].[12,13] The impact of
5mC in controlling mammalian gene regulation has led it to
be considered the fifth base of DNA.[14] While the existence
of 5mC was identified even before DNA was recognized as
the genetic material,[15] the importance was underappreciated
until a targeted mutation of the gene encoding an enzyme
responsible for methylating cytosine was found to cause embryonic lethality.[16] Evidence that DNA methylation regulates gene expression came from observations that silencing
of the beta‑globin locus is associated with methylation.[17]
The 5mC mark has since been shown to affect many cellular
processes including genomic imprinting, X chromosome
inactivation, preservation of chromosomal stability, genome
defense, paramutation, tissue‑specific gene regulation, cancer, and aging.[18,19] The common mechanism is the capacity
for methylation to modify gene function “epigenetically”
without changing the coding sequence (in contrast to SHM
or CSR). In mammals, DNA methylation occurs almost
exclusively in the symmetric CpG context and is estimated
to occur at ~70-80% of CpG dinucleotides throughout the
genome.[20] A small amount of non‑CpG methylation is
described in embryonic stem cells (ESCs).[18,21] Promoter
methylation is largely associated with transcriptional repression, whereas intragenic methylation correlates with
transcriptional activity.[22] DNA methylation patterns are
dynamic, and variably methylated CpGs are found more
often in gene bodies and intergenic regions, compared with
promoters and upstream regulatory regions.[23]
In vertebrates, DNA methylation marks are established and maintained by a family of DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), [24] which catalyze the transfer of a
methyl group using S‑adenosyl methionine (SAM) as
the donor.[24] In mouse embryos, the pattern of methylation inherited from the parental germline is rapidly
lost after fertilization,[25] and thus, the DNA of a preimplantation blastocyst is relatively hypomethylated.
After implantation, the embryo undergoes a wave of
de novo methylation that establishes a new embryonic
methylation pattern[26‑28] through the activity of de novo
methyltransferases DNMT3a and DNMT3b.[29] During
post‑implantation development, a second wave of DNA
demethylation occurs in primordial germ cells (PGCs),[30]
to erase DNA methylation imprints established in the previous generation, followed by DNA methylation through
DNMT3a and a non‑catalytic paralog, DNMT3L.[31] Once
established, global DNA methylation must be stably
maintained to preserve cellular identity. The maintenance
methyltransferase DNMT1 restores hemimethylated DNA
generated during DNA replication to the fully methylated
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state.[26] Until recently, a major gap in understanding control of methylation was the absence of known enzymes
that actively remove methyl groups. This was bridged
with the discovery that AID is one of several enzymes
that can catalyze modification of 5mC, leading indirectly
to removal of methylation.

Biological functions of AID
Discovery of AID
AID was discovered as a gene up‑regulated in a cell
line undergoing CSR.[32] Mice with targeted deletion of AID
have a complete block in CSR and SHM, while humans with
hypomorphic  AID  mutations have severe defects in CSR
and SHM, indicating that AID is an essential component
of both secondary immune diversification reactions.[11,33]
AID is a single‑strand (ss)‑DNA‑specific DNA cytidine
deaminase converting deoxycytidines (dCs) into deoxyuridines (dUs).[34‑38] While it has been proposed based on its
homology to the RNA‑editing   cytidine deaminase apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide
1 (APOBEC‑1) th at AID could deaminate RNA, no RNA
substrate for AID has been identified.[32]

AID and SHM
The DNA deamination activity of AID explains the
observed mutation spectrum at variable region genes during
SHM.[39,40] In a simplified model, transcription through the
variable region exons promotes the recruitment of AID to
transcription bubbles, facilitated by the AID co‑factor replication protein A (RPA). It has been proposed that RPA stabilizes
ssDNA at transcription bubbles, thus allowing AID‑mediated
deamination at the variable region.[41] If replication occurs prior
to dU:dG repair, transition mutations are introduced at dC:dG
base pairs. Alternatively, removal of dU by uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG) before replication creates an abasic site, which
leads to the introduction of both transition and transversion
mutations when followed by replication involving error‑prone
DNA polymerases. When the dU:dG mismatch is recognized
by mismatch repair (MMR) proteins, coupled with gap‑filling
by error‑prone DNA polymerases, the result can be point mutations at A:T residues and/or short insertions and deletions
throughout the variable region. Indeed, consistent with this
model, mutations in UNG lead to a substantial shift in dC:dG
mutations toward transitions, while MMR mutations lead to
a significant focusing of mutations in favor of dC:dG bases
with a sharp decline in mutations at dA:dT bases [Figure 1B].

AID and CSR
The current model for CSR requires transcription
through the G:C‑rich S regions to promote formation of
DNA: RNA hybrid structures (R‑loops), thereby exposing
Biomed J Vol. 37 No. 5
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stretches of ssDNA on the non‑template strand, providing
a substrate for AID.[42,43] The dUs introduced by AID are
removed by the base‑excision repair (BER) enzyme UNG
to generate an abasic site, which is then converted into an
ssDNA break by the apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease
1 (APE1).[44] Note that both  APE1 and APE2 may induce the
ssDNA breaks and it is not yet clear whether APE2 or APE1
is more important.[45,46] Creation of a similar nick nearby
on the opposite strand yields a staggered double‑strand
break (DSB). In addition to the BER enzymes, components
of the MMR pathway can also process a dU: dG mismatch,
converting it into staggered DNA breaks.[47] While the
R‑loop model satisfactorily explains AID activity on the
non‑template strand, the mechanism by which the template
strand is deaminated is not fully elucidated.   Activities of the
RNA exosome complex combined with negative supercoiling
upstream of elongating RNA polymerase II (Pol II) exposes
ssDNA, which has been proposed to facilitate template strand
deamination [Figure 1C].[48,49] DSBs between two distinct S
regions are synapsed and then ligated by end‑joining through
the activities of the classical non‑homologous end‑joining (C‑NHEJ) and the poorly characterized alternative‑NHEJ

A

pathways.[6,50‑53] Consistent with this model, mutations in
UNG, APE1, MMR proteins Msh2, Msh6, and ExoI, and
NHEJ components lead to impaired CSR.[46,54,55]

Keeping AID in line
While the Ig genes are the primary targets of AID in
an activated B cell, AID has the ability to target numerous
non‑Ig genes with a lower frequency.[56‑61] Because of the
potential for inducing devastating genomic alterations, AID
is tightly controlled at several levels, from transcriptional
regulation and cellular localization to post‑translational
modifications and targeted recruitment to the Ig loci [Figure 2]. The Aicda locus (encoding AID) contains binding
sites for multiple transcription factors (TFs) that regulate
expression. For example, located within intron 1 is a
region that binds E2F and c‑MYB for repression in the
resting state.[62] Upon stimulation, several TFs including  nuclear factor kappa‑light‑chain‑enhancer of activated B cells (NFκB), signal transducer and activator of
transcription 6 (STAT6), and CCAAT‑enhancer‑binding
protein (C/EBP) bind the enhancer region upstream of the
transcriptional start site, while the activators PAX5 and

D
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Figure 2: AID is regulated at multiple levels. (A) AID transcription is controlled through the binding of transcription factors (TFs) to enhancer
or repressor regions. For example, when E2F and c-MYB are bound to the repressive region in intron 1, AID is not transcribed. Upon activation,
other TFs bind to various regulatory regions to enhance transcription (green arrows). (B) miR-155 and -181b bind the 3′UTR of AID mRNA
to regulate its expression. (C) AID is actively shuttled out of the nucleus and accumulates in the cytoplasm, thus preventing access to DNA.
(D) PKA is recruited to the Ig locus upon antigenic stimulation, where it phosphorylates AID at S38, allowing AID to interact with RPA and
APE1, which are vital for stabilization of the substrate and generating nicks in the DNA, respectively. Thus, this post-translational modification
affects where AID activity can have the most impact. Note: Other phosphorylation sites have been identified, but S38 is currently the only
one with a clearly defined mechanism of action. (E) Nuclear AID undergoes ubiquitination (Ub, violet spheres) and proteasomal degradation
(blue cylinder), thus limiting the time it remains in contact with the DNA.
Biomed J Vol. 37 No. 5
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E2A bind the repressive region, effectively de‑repressing
AID expression.[62‑64]
The stability of AID mRNA is regulated by two
micro-RNAs: miR‑155 and miR‑181b. While miR‑181b is
down‑regulated upon B cell activation, miR‑155 expression is
increased, and they likely play complementary roles in restricting AID expression to a finite window of time.[65,66] Mutation of
the AID 3′UTR target sites for either miRNA leads to increased
CSR and mutations in non‑Ig genes. As an added layer of
protection, AID protein is actively shuttled out of the nucleus
via its C‑terminal nuclear export sequence (NES). Loss of the
NES region affects not only export but also protein stability and
CSR.[67] This hints at yet another regulatory mechanism: Preventing aberrant AID activity through proteosomal degradation
of nuclear AID following poly‑ubiquitination.[68] Alternatively,
nuclear AID may be degraded in a ubiquitination‑independent
manner through interaction with Regulatory (REG)‑γ.[69]
In B cells, AID is phosphorylated at multiple residues.
Phosphorylation at serine 38 (S38) is carried out by the
cAMP‑dependent protein kinase A (PKA).[70] The pS38‑AID
interacts with RPA, which stabilizes ssDNA substrates of
AID during SHM.[42,70] Additionally, RPA recruited to S
regions by pS38‑AID probably protects DNA ends from
resection prior to end‑joining during the completion phase
of CSR.[71] Recently, pS38‑AID was also shown to interact
with APE1, suggesting that AID phosphorylation promotes
formation of DSBs at S regions during CSR.[72] Additionally,
ATM, a major component of the DNA damage response
pathway, is required for AID phosphorylation at S38 (likely
through activation of PKA) and interaction with APE1. Strikingly, AID phosphorylation at S38 is dependent on DSBs,
demonstrating that DSB formation at S regions is both dependent on and required for AID phosphorylation.[72] Taken
together, a positive feedback loop amplifies DNA breaks at
S regions through a phosphorylation‑ and ATM‑dependent
interaction of AID with APE1, which serves as a paradigm
for concerted regulation of a generally toxic reaction where
the same molecule, ATM, participates in both the generation
and repair of DSBs.
While AID has the potential to bind to a large number of
transcribed genes in B cells, S regions and Ig variable regions
serve as major AID targets. Thus, following all the intricate
regulation of its expression and localization, there still exist
mechanisms to actively recruit AID to the Ig loci. Several
AID‑interacting proteins may mediate locus specificity. The
germinal center associated nuclear protein (GANP) is induced
in germinal center B cells, binds variable region transcripts,
and has been reported to recruit AID to V genes during
SHM.[73] The 14‑3‑3 proteins, with ability to bind DNA with
altered conformations (e.g. cruciform DNA), bind to AID and
to AGCT (a subset of RGYW sequences), and are implicated
as scaffold proteins that recruit AID to S regions.[74] AID also
interacts with SPT5, which binds to stalled Pol II.[75] Depletion
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of SPT5 markedly reduces recruitment of AID to Ig and non‑Ig
sequences.  Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) ‑sequence
analyses showed that co‑occupancy of AID and SPT5 on
stalled Pol II sites is predictive of AID‑dependent mutations
at the corresponding DNA sequence. Finally, AID can interact with the RNA‑binding splicing regulator polypyrimidine
tract binding protein 2 (PTBP2).[76] Depletion of PTBP2 significantly impairs association of AID with S regions, with a
concomitant defect in CSR. The mechanism by which PTBP2
targets AID to the Ig locus during CSR remains unknown.

Promiscuity leads to disease
The potential for AID to generate lesions outside the Ig
loci has been implicated in the generation of Ig‑partnered
chromosomal translocations prevalent in many B cell lymphomas and leukemias.[77,78] For example, c‑MYC‑IGH translocations are prominent in Burkitt’s lymphomas and mouse
plasmacytomas,[79,80] whereas BCL2‑IGH translocations are
found in follicular and diffuse large cell lymphomas.[81,82] The
requirement of AID in generating DSBs at both the Ig and the
non‑Ig loci has been directly demonstrated.[83] When mapped,
AID‑dependent DSBs were found to include non‑transcribed
regions, frequently within repeated sequence elements.[84]
However, how these translocations are related to lymphomagenesis is not entirely clear. While these translocations may
be a major component of transformation,[85] they can also be
found in healthy individuals.[81,82] In some cancers, including
acute lymphoblastic leukemia and chronic myeloid leukemia,
AID serves as a source of secondary mutations, enhancing
tumor progression.[86,87] Thus, in a cell where AID is actively
expressed to enhance a protective immune response, failure
to confine AID activity to the Ig locus can turn a protective
response into a potentially fatal cancer.
Due to its role in targeted mutation of the Ig locus, the
fact that aberrant AID activity is involved in B cell–based
cancers is not particularly startling. Perhaps more surprising,
AID activity was discovered in several types of solid tumors.
A subset of lung tumors expresses AID, with the expression
concordant with the number of mutations in p53.[88] Likewise,
some patients with early‑stage oral squamous cell carcinoma
have AID expressed specifically in the epithelial cells associated with the disease.[89] Insight comes from transgenic
mice that ubiquitously express AID (AID‑Tg).[59,90] While
the majority of AID‑Tg mice succumb to lymphomas, others develop hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), lung cancer,
or gastric tumors. Furthermore, each organ‑specific tumor
displays a different profile of mutations, e.g. c‑Myc is highly
mutated in lung tumors but not in tumors of stomach or liver,
while k‑Ras is most highly mutated in gastric tumors but not
in tumors of lung or liver. The most highly mutated genes are
relevant to the development of respective cancers in humans
and are highly transcribed in that particular organ type.
Biomed J Vol. 37 No. 5
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This does not explain why AID would be expressed in
these tissues in human cancers. In HCC and colorectal cancer, chronic inflammation leads to the secretion of cytokines
capable of inducing AID expression.[91,92] Eventually this
results in p53 mutations, which can be found in cancerous
and non‑cancerous tissues from these patients. For the HCC
patients, AID expression is significantly increased in individuals with chronic hepatitis (CH) or liver cirrhosis (LC),
two patient groups at high risk for developing HCC. In this
case, transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ), which is
expressed in CH and LC, induces AID expression in primary
human hepatocytes. Similarly, a subset of colorectal cancers
has been linked to chronic inflammatory bowel diseases
which are known for expression of tumor necrosis factor
alpha (TNFα) and Th2 immune responses. In colon epithelial samples, TNFα, interleukin (IL)‑4, and IL‑13 influence AID expression leading to p53 mutations. Other solid
tumors linked to inflammation‑based AID activity include
cholangiocarcinoma, Barrett’s esophageal adenocarcinoma,
and gastric cancer [Figure 3].

Putting on another hat: AID can  facilitate
activate  DNA demethylation
DNA demethylation is necessary to activate specific
genes or for resetting the epigenetic state, and can occur pas-

sively by DNA replication in the absence of DNMT1.[26,28,93]
However, demethylation of DNA without replication is observed in the zygotic paternal genome[94‑96] and in PGCs,[30,97]
which suggests alternate mechanisms. Furthermore, demethylation of the promoter–enhancer region of the IL‑2 gene is
replication‑independent in T lymphocytes.[98] The demethylation of DNA injected into zebrafish embryos occurs in
a replication‑independent manner,[99] and quantification of
methylation levels in zebra-fish suggests active demethylation
at fertilization.[100] In plants, bifunctional DNA glycosylases
excise the 5mC base and then cleave the DNA backbone at
the abasic site. In vertebrates, DNA glycosylases may have a
role, but only after 5mC is oxidized and/or deaminated. In both
cases, the resultant single‑nucleotide gap is subsequently filled
with an unmodified cytidine through the BER pathway. It was
suggested that vertebrate orthologs of Escherichia coli AlkB
demethylases (dioxygenases) might operate through direct
methyl group removal;[101] however, none have direct 5mC demethylation activity. It was also considered that methyl‑binding
domain protein 2b (Mbd2b) might directly remove the methyl
group, leaving cytosine and methanol as products.[102] However,
as Mbd2b lacks an enzymatic domain, this mechanism remains
controversial. Another potential pathway in vertebrates could
involve two demonstrated glycosylases: Thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) or methyl‑binding domain protein 4 (Mbd4).
However, both TDG and Mbd4 have very weak 5mC base

Figure 3: Chronic inflammation leads to aberrant AID expression and subsequent mutations that promote tumorigenesis in solid organ systems.
Several chronic diseases have been implicated in cancer development. Only those cancers known to express AID in a subset of patients and
which have had that expression linked to chronic inflammation are shown here. The common theme for all of these cancers is that chronic
inflammation generates a setting of cytokine signaling, generally TNFα, which in turn induces AID expression in the epithelial cells. AID then
deaminates different genes, including the oncogene p53, leading to mutations that promote tumorigenesis.
Biomed J Vol. 37 No. 5
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excision activity, relative to their activity on thymine.[103,104]
As described above, deamination of cytidine by AID
leads to removal of the modified base, with subsequent
restoration or mutation through BRE or MMR machinery.
Acting upon 5mC, this could provide an indirect method to
remove the methyl group. Progress in understanding active
DNA demethylation comes from recent studies that focused
on such mechanisms initiated by two unrelated protein
families.[105] One family comprises the ten eleven translocation (TET) proteins, which initiate DNA demethylation by
oxidizing 5mC to 5‑hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), 5‑formylcytosine (5fC), or 5‑carboxylcytosine (5caC) isoforms
that are then replaced with cytidine by the BER machinery.
The second family includes enzymes in the cytidine deaminase family, including AID and APOBEC‑1.[106] These
two pathways (TET and AID) are thought to be the major
initiators of DNA demethylation [Figure 4], although other

Figure 4: DNA methylation and demethylation. De novo DNA
methylation involves addition of a methyl group to the cytosine of
unmethylated DNA catalyzed by the enzymes DNA methyltransferase
(DNMT) 3a and 3b. Pre-established DNA methylation is maintained
by another family member, DNMT1, with a preference for
hemimethylated CpG sites, such as those generated by DNA
replication. DNMTs utilize S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) as a
methyl group donor. DNA demethylation, which is removal of the
methyl group, can be achieved by either of two mechanisms – passive
or active. Passive DNA demethylation involves DNA replication in
the absence of DNMT1. Active demethylation (given the absence of
demethylases) is a two-step process. The first step is the modification
of 5mC by enzymes such as from the AID/APOBEC or ten eleven
translocation (TET) families of proteins. AID/APOBEC enzymes
deaminate 5-methylcytosine (5mC) to thymine (T), whereas TET
enzymes hydroxylate 5mC to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC).
Intermediates generated after cytosine modification can then be
replaced by cytosine by DNA base-excision repair (BER) machinery.
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mechanisms are still plausible. For example, the DNMTs are
capable of functioning as calcium and redox‑state dependent
DNA methylases, at least in vitro.[107]

Active DNA methylation by AID
Evidence coupling DNA deamination with BER came
from studies in zebrafish embryos.[108] Demethylation of injected DNA fragments, as well as the whole genome, occurs
in a time‑dependent manner coinciding with the up‑regulation of AID/APOBEC genes. Loss‑of‑function experiments
revealed that AID/APOBEC also reduces steady‑state methylation during normal development. Knockdown of AID
results in loss of neurons in 1‑day embryos, due at least in part
to increased CpG methylation at the neurod2 promoter.[108]
Lineage tracing during mouse embryogenesis using an
AID: CRE knock‑in allele clearly marked non‑lymphoid
cells during early development.[109] High expression levels
of AID are found in cells undergoing epigenetic reprogramming, including oocytes, with moderate levels in embryonic
germ (EG) cells, ESCs, and E12.5 PGCs isolated from the
genital ridge.[106] Indeed, when DNA methylation is compared
between wild‑type and AID‑deficient mice, AID‑deficient
PGCs are substantially more methylated, and this difference occurs throughout the genome, with introns, intergenic
regions, and transposons being relatively more methylated
than exons. Furthermore, AID deficiency interferes with
genome‑wide erasure of germline DNA methylation patterns.
DNA from AID‑null PGCs is hypermethylated compared to
PGCs with  wild‑type AID, whether considering promoters,
differentially methylated regions (DMRs), including imprinted
genes that are demethylated during PGC development (Dazl,
H19, Lit1), or retrotransposons.[110] In addition to this
loss‑of‑function evidence, ectopic expression of AID in human
fibroblast cells (WI‑38) results in expression of melanoma
antigen‑1 (MAGE‑1) and cancer/testis antigen‑1 (CAGE‑1),
associated with CpG demethylation in those promoters.[111]

Mechanisms of active DNA demethylation by AID
Based on the zebrafish model, it was proposed that
removal of 5mC by AID is a two‑step process.[108] Initial
deamination of 5mC to thymine by AID results in a G:T
mismatch, followed by the replacement of mutagenic T
with C using the BER system [Figure 5A]. This two‑step
process is invoked because over‑expression of AID/APOBEC enzymes alone does not alter methylation; coupling
of AID deaminase activity with the thymine glycosylase
MBD4 results in demethylation of the zebrafish genome.
On the other hand, overexpression of MBD4 alone has
little effect on DNA methylation. MBD4 contains both
methylated‑DNA binding and glycosylase domains and
preferentially binds to 5mC:T mismatches.[112] Moreover,
Biomed J Vol. 37 No. 5
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a DNA damage response gene, gadd45a, cooperates with
AID and MBD4 to enhance demethylation, most likely
by bridging the deaminase and glycosylase enzymes, as
suggested by co‑immunoprecipitation analysis.[108] Consistent with this model, DNA hypermethylation occurs
in mice lacking TDG. Knockdown of TDG with shRNA
blocks the reactivation of an in vitro methylated Oct4
gene in EG cells, and co‑immunoprecipitation (co‑IP)
experiments confirmed that TDG also forms a complex
with AID and growth arrest and DNA‑damage‑inducible
protein 45a (GADD45a).[113]
Other studies suggest that AID might not directly
deaminate 5mC during DNA demethylation.[114,115] An alternate mechanism would have AID deaminate 5hmC to
5‑hydroxymethyl uracil (5hmU), followed by base correction
through BER[105] [Figure 5B]. 5hmC can be generated by
TET enzymes, a group of Fe (II)/2‑oxoglutarate–dependent
dioxygenases recently identified as 5mC hydroxylases.[116,117]
AID over‑expression significantly decreases 5hmC levels
induced by TET1 in HEK293 cells, while adeno‑associated
virus (AAV)‑mediated over‑expression of AID significantly
decreases the endogenous levels of 5hmC in the adult mouse
dentate gyrus.[118] Mammalian TDG exhibits robust activity,
comparable to single‑strand selective monofunctional uracil
DNA glycosylase (SMUG1;[105] a TDG‑related glycosylase), on a 5hmU:G mismatch in double‑stranded DNA, the
expected product of deamination following hydroxylation
of 5mC.[113] In contrast, an in vitro study demonstrated that
AID enzymatic activity is inversely proportional to the
electron cloud size of C5‑cytosine, such that H >F > methyl
>>hydroxymethyl, indicating AID is unlikely to participate
in a 5hmC removal reaction.[119] However, AID alters the
subcellular localization of TET family members, such that

nuclear TET1 is translocated to the cytoplasm by AID and
the translocated TET1 co‑localizes with AID.[116] TET1 is
required to remove methylation on imprinted genes of PGCs,
such that embryos derived from knockout null fathers (paternal knockout) display a “maternalized” pattern of gene
expression from the paternal alleles.[120] Clearly, further studies are required to understand the relationship of TET‑AID
and the impact of enzyme subcellular localization on DNA
demethylation.

Reprogramming to pluripotency requires
removal of epigenetic memory
Reprogramming refers to a change in cell identity, and
involves not only changes in gene expression but also the
erasure of epigenetic marks including DNA methylation.
The role of reprogramming during normal development is
controversial, but it can clearly be achieved by manipulation, including the reversal of a somatic cell back to a pluripotent state. This has been demonstrated by injection of
a somatic cell nucleus into an enucleated egg [somatic cell
nuclear transfer (SCNT)],[121,122] by fusion of a pluripotent
cell with a somatic cell,[123] or most famously, by expression of four TFs.[124] Reprogramming can also be achieved
using small molecule compounds that target the “pluripotency network.”[125] Generation of induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) represents a major step forward for the field
of regenerative medicine, since it allows the creation of
a pluripotent cell, capable of forming any cell type, from
any differentiated cell. Generation of iPSCs from a patient
provides a pathway for disease modeling “in a dish” or even
generating transplantable cells that would be recognized as
“self,” largely avoiding the problem of immune rejection.

A

B

Figure 5: DNA demethylation induced by activation-induced cytidine deaminases. (A) AID can induce DNA demethylation by catalyzing
deamination of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) to thymine, after which the thymine is replaced by cytosine by methyl-CpG binding domain protein
4 (MBD4) DNA glycosylase (shown in zebrafish) or thymine-DNA (TDG) glycosylase (shown in mammals). (B) An alternative mechanism
has been proposed where ten eleven translocation (TET) family enzymes hydroxylate 5mC to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmc), and AID
then catalyzes deamination of 5-hydroxymethycytosine to 5-hydroxymethyluracil, which is replaced with cytosine by base-excision repair
glycosylases such as TDG and single-strand selective monofunctional uracil DNA glycosylase 1 (SMUG1).
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Reprogramming requires erasure of epigenetic
memory of the starting somatic cell, and failure to do
so results in incomplete transition to pluripotency. Most
cloned embryos obtained through SCNT lack sufficient
DNA demethylation resulting in aberrant epigenetic reprogramming,[96] and in a high proportion of embryos, the
distribution of methylated DNA is abnormal.[126] Cloned
embryos resemble donor cells in their overall genomic
methylation status, which is very different from that of
primary blastocysts produced in vitro or in vivo.[127,128]
Reprogramming, including using TFs, is considered an
inefficient process,[129‑131] and one of the reasons that it
fails in most somatic cells is due to retention of epigenetic memory from the cell of origin.[132‑134] Incomplete
DNA demethylation is considered a key barrier toward
achieving ground‑state pluripotency, and treatment with
DNMT inhibitors improves the overall efficiency of the
reprogramming process.[135] Demethylation of promoters
for key pluripotency genes such as Nanog and Oct4 may
be a rate‑limiting step. [135,136] Thus, understanding the
process of DNA demethylation may help eliminate the
roadblocks of reprogramming.

AID‑dependent demethylation in
reprogramming induced by cell fusion
The first report implicating AID in reprogramming
studied pluripotency induced in human fibroblasts by fusion
with mouse ESCs[105] [Figure 6A]. In that study, the onset of
expression for two key human pluripotency genes, OCT4
and NANOG, was shown as early as 1 day after fusion,
correlating with the progressive replication‑independent
loss of methylation at the OCT4 and NANOG promoters.
Indeed, knockdown of mouse and human AID using small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs) blocked induction of OCT4
and NANOG in the heterokaryons, including inhibition of
CpG demethylation in the human promoters. Furthermore,
ChIP analysis revealed significant binding of AID to heavily
methylated regions of human OCT4 and NANOG promoters, but not at the promoter regions of Oct4 and Nanog in
mouse ESCs, despite higher levels of AID protein in ESCs.
However, interpretation of these results was questioned by
subsequent studies showing that AID is not expressed during
fusion of rat fibroblasts with mouse ESCs, and that ectopic
expression of AID does not enhance the reprogramming
process or demethylation of Oct4.[137]

AID‑dependent demethylation during induction
of pluripotency by TFs
Because its role in reprogramming was unclear, we
devised a definitive test to see whether AID promotes pluri-

A
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Figure 6: AID facilitates reprogramming by inducing the demethylation
of pluripotency genes. (A) AID induces pluripotency in heterokaryons
generated by fusion of a pluripotent stem cell with a somatic cell,
facilitating DNA demethylation of NANOG and OCT4 genes. (B) AID
stabilizes pluripotency achieved by reprogramming through expression
of four TFs (OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and cMYC) by removing epigenetic
memory of secondary pluripotency genes through its DNA demethylation
activity at relatively late stages of reprogramming.

potency during reprogramming.[138] For this purpose, we used
AID‑knockout fibroblasts, rather than relying on knockdown
approaches that may be inefficient or suffer from off‑target effects. Surprisingly, when these knockout cells were transduced
to express reprogramming TFs (OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and
cMYC, or OSKM),[124] they initiated reprogramming faster,
compared to wild‑type cells from the same strain. The AID‑null
cells generated more and larger initial iPSC‑like colonies.
However, these colonies were not stable and 3-4 weeks following initiation of reprogramming, they failed to maintain
expression of pluripotency markers and they differentiated.
A genome‑wide molecular analysis of methylation revealed
the cause. The genome of reprogramming cells that lack AID
remains hypermethylated, and many of these hypermethylated genes fail to be properly up‑regulated, including a set
of known pluripotency‑associated genes, such as Apobec‑1,
Gdf3, Rex1, Zfp296, Cbx7, Dnmt1, Dnmt3L, and Tet3. The
expression profiles of the differentiating AID‑null “iPSC‑like”
cells cluster most closely to fibroblasts, the  source  somatic
cell type. When individual iPSC‑like clones were picked and
passaged, again most of the AID‑null clones differentiated.
However, some of the clones stabilized for pluripotency. Those
that did expressed normal levels of pluripotency genes, were
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normalized for methylation patterns, and could differentiate
to form cells representing all three germ layers. Therefore,
AID is not essential for reprogramming, but it is a key factor
that facilitates the process [Figure 6B]. One potential issue for
interpreting any studies using the original AID knockout[11]
is that the Nanog gene resides next to AID, and the knockout
mice are not congenic with controls, since they retain this chromosome from the original ESC line used for derivation (also
encoding the glycosylase MBD4).[139] Thus, while it is possible that pluripotency‑related genes located on chromosome
6 could be differentially expressed based on the origin of the
chromosome (CBA vs. C57BL/6), inefficient reprogramming
was recapitulated in a pure C57BL/6 AID‑/‑ mouse, suggesting that AID deficiency is the primary cause underlying this
phenotype.[138] In the absence of AID, reprogramming initiates
well, but must eventually be compensated by another mechanism, perhaps involving passive removal through passaging. It
will be interesting to see if iPSCs generated in the absence of
AID have a lighter mutation load, given the capacity of AID
to function as a natural mutator. If so, iPSCs generated (albeit
inefficiently) without AID might be safer to use in future regenerative strategies. Furthermore, the early iPSCs that retain
epigenetic memory in the absence of AID might provide a more
efficient source of progenitors for directed differentiation back
to a mature differentiated cell of the same lineage.

Conclusion: AID as both a friend and foe in B
cells and reprogamming
AID is a critical regulator of our immune system, but
it is a dangerous enzyme. Abnormal AID expression has
been implicated in the development of autoimmunity, the
hallmark of which is the production of autoantibodies of
high affinity for host tissues. The best‑studied case is systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), in which the pathogenic
antibodies are hypermutated and generally switched to the
IgG isotype.[140‑142] In mouse models of SLE, AID expression is elevated and directly linked to the production of the
multireactive pathogenic autoantibodies that characterize the
human disease.[143] Increased AID expression has also been
found in patients with Sjögren’s syndrome and rheumatoid
arthritis, and is linked to autoantibody production.[144,145] Further evidence comes from a study of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis, in which AID‑/‑ mice are resistant
to disease development and only produce low‑affinity IgM
antibodies.[146] AID‑induced mutations have also been shown
to play an important role in activating self‑reactive T cells,
at least in the MRL/lpr model of SLE, but a similar role
in other autoimmune diseases has not been discounted.[147]
Such studies leave the impression that for AID, less
is better, in terms of preventing disease. However, lack of
AID activity may also cause autoimmunity. Patients with
Biomed J Vol. 37 No. 5
September - October 2014

mutations in AID have a disease known as hyper‑IgM syndrome (HIGM), characterized by increased serum IgM and
low‑affinity antibodies, as would be expected, but a subset
of these patients also develops autoimmunity.[33,148,149] Furthermore, HIGM patients who do not exhibit an autoimmune
disease have autoreactive IgM antibodies in their sera. Corroborating data from AID‑/‑ mice shows antibodies directed
at the gastric tissues in older mice correlating with severe
gastritis.[150] It has also been shown that mouse AID‑/‑ B cells
have a more diverse repertoire of germline‑encoded antigen
receptors than their wild‑type counterparts, and the cells are
more activated even in the absence of a directed immune
response.[151] It has been proposed that AID may play an
important role in the development of B cell tolerance to
self, although more work is needed to rule out the immunodeficiency resulting from lack of AID as the true cause.[152]
The capacity for AID to remove epigenetic memory
may also have relevance for disease beyond the immune
system. The AID‑/‑ mouse strain has small litters and we
showed that generation of ESCs from knockout blastomeres
is relatively inefficient, suggesting functions during early
embryonic development.[138] In a breast cancer cell model,
AID expression is enhanced by inflammatory cytokines,
leading to AID‑dependent changes in transcriptional regulators of the epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) and
increased invasive behavior.[153] Activation of EMT is an
important step contributing to tumor metastasis and this
may add to the potential for AID to be oncogenic. Clearly,
AID is a fascinating enzyme with broad capacity to regulate
development, the immune system, and human health. Major
questions remain for how this essential but dangerous protein
is regulated and targeted to specific loci, and how deregulation of its function contributes to disease mechanisms.
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